Do You Have a Piece of Johnson & Johnson History?

Since 1886, Johnson & Johnson has been caring for the world, one person at a time. As we work to preserve our history through the restored Johnson & Johnson Museum, we welcome you to join us in this exciting historical project. Johnson & Johnson has been a part of the lives of generations of families, and many people still preserve artifacts and stories from our heritage that have been a part of their families as well.
Personal artifacts from our founders

Edward M. Johnson  Robert W. Johnson  James W. Johnson

Photographs of our first building

Photographs of Johnson & Johnson employees at work from 1886 to the 1950s

Artifacts and uniforms from our early employees

Stories from family members and ancestors who worked at Johnson & Johnson
Our first First Aid Kits from 1888

Artifacts, photographs and stories from our Hungarian employees in New Brunswick

Very early consumer and sterile surgical products

A Zonweiss Clock, Fred Kilmer’s microscope and a wooden Johnson & Johnson shipping crate

A personal artifact from General Robert Wood Johnson
Become a part of preserving the Johnson & Johnson legacy

If you have one of the Johnson & Johnson historical items featured here or other one-of-a-kind artifacts or stories from Johnson & Johnson history, please email us at artifacts@its.jnj.com with the name of the item in the subject line or the topic of your story. In your message, please include a description of the item or background of the story, dimensions of any items, and photos (if possible), along with your name and phone number. We won’t be able to follow up on every story or accept every item that is offered for donation or loan, but we will review submissions based on current exhibit and archival needs. The Johnson & Johnson Museum will look to recognize all accepted donations in some fashion within the museum building and/or in our online museum. Participants must be 18 years or older to donate and more details will be provided to those who provide items or stories that are of further interest.
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To view a full list of items on our wish list, please scan here